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Abstract

Micro-task Crowdsourcing has been used for different purposes: creating
training data for machine learning algorithms, relevance judgements for eval-
uation of information systems, sentiment analysis, language translation, etc.
In this paper we focus on the use of crowdsourcing as core component of
data-driven systems. The creation of hybrid human-machine systems is a
highly promising direction as it allows to leverage both the scalability of ma-
chines over large amounts of data as well as to keep the quality of human
intelligence in the loop to finally obtain both efficiency and effectiveness in
data processing applications.

Such hybrid approach is a great opportunity to develop systems that are
more powerful than purely machine-based ones. For examples, it is possible
to build systems that can understand sarcasm in text at scale. However,
when designing such systems it is critical to take into account a number of
dimensions related to human behavior as humans become a component of
the overall process.

In this paper, we overview existing hybrid human-machine systems pre-
senting commonalities in the approaches taken by different research commu-
nities. We summarize the key challenges that one has to face in developing
such systems as well the opportunities and the open research directions to
make such approaches the best way to process data in the future.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of data available in enterprises and on the Web,
the need for effective and efficient data processing systems gets stronger.
Data is a key asset in business and it has become key to support decisions.
While machine-based solutions for large-scale data processing exists, they are
limited in the type of data processing tasks they can do. Examples of tasks
where machine-based systems perform poorly include image understanding,
detecting opinions or sarcasm in text, etc.

To alleviate these problems, hybrid human-machine systems leveraging
human intelligence at scale in combination with machine-based algorithms
have been proposed. These systems make use of crowdsourcing by asking
data related questions to a crowd of human individuals available to answer
them. Thanks to such human intelligence component, this type of informa-
tion systems can perform tasks which are otherwise not possible to accom-
plish. The machine-based pre-processing or post-processing enables scala-
bility over large amounts of data (e.g., thanks to scale-out architecture like
Map/Reduce [18]).

Data chunks with related questions which are sent to the crowd by the
system are usually called Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) as they require
human intelligence to be completed. A variety of task types is commonly
published on these crowdsourcing platforms varying from audio transcription
to general population surveys (see [31] for a classification).

Crowdsourcing is a very general term covering topics from innovation [50]
to citizen science [35]. Popular crowdsourcing examples include Wikipedia,
a free on-line encyclopedia that anyone on the Web can edit; GalaxyZoo,
a platform where any user can annotate large amounts of scientific images
obtained with telescopes or from experiments [35]; and Recaptcha, used orig-
inally to correct OCR errors in a large book digitalization project [64].

In this paper we focus specifically on systems that leverage paid micro-
tasks crowdsourcing. Commercial platform like Amazon MTurk [36] have
been built to support the exchange of HITs between requesters who need
tasks to be completed and workers, that is, members of the crowd, who are
willing to complete tasks moved by a financial incentive.

In this paper we describe hybrid human-machine systems that crowd-
source many small tasks to a crowd of human workers who complete them
in exchange of a small monetary reward. We describe most popular hy-
brid systems, their characteristics, and the main challenges that need to be
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faced when building a system with a crowd component inside. Aspects to be
dealt with include controlling latency, data quality, and crowd motivation.
Finally, we present a set of research directions in the area of hybrid human-
machine systems. These include long-term use of crowds, complex hybrid
data pipelines, and crowdsourcing efficiency improvements.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we overview
existing hybrid human-machine systems proposed and evaluated by differ-
ent research communities including database, information retrieval, social
networks, semantic web, and data-driven sciences such as biomedicine and
astrophysics. In Section 3 we summarize the main challenges that these type
of systems have to face when dealing both with large amounts of data as well
as with human individuals performing tasks for the system. In Section 4 we
describe different open research questions in the area of human computation
and crowdsourcing that need to be addressed to improve efficiency and effec-
tiveness of hybrid human-machine systems. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2. Existing Human-Machine Systems

Because of the ability to effectively process data at scale, a number of
hybrid human-machine systems have been recently proposed within different
data-related research fields. In this section we provide an overview of such
systems.

2.1. Early Human Computation Systems

Early examples of systems that leverage human intelligence in combina-
tion of machine-based data processing mostly leveraged the fun incentive
rather than the monetary one. Thus, by means of gamification, systems like
the ESP game were designed [62]. In this system two human players have
to agree on the words to use to tag a picture without possibility to interact
with each other. Tags over which an agreement is reached are collected and
used to generate a large collection of tagged images that can be used, for
example, to train supervised machine learning algorithms. An extension of
the ESP game is Peekaboom: a game that asks players to detect and an-
notate specific objects within an image [63]. A very popular crowdsourcing
application is Recaptcha [64], which generates captcha codes that human
users have to type to get access to Web content and which contain scanned
words (from books) that would be otherwise complex to identify by means of
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automated OCR approaches. Thus, by entering valid captcha codes, human
intelligence helps to digitize large amounts of textual content otherwise only
available on paper. Recaptcha is now being used also for other purposes such
as transcribing house numbers within pictures.

2.2. Data Processing

The first crowd-powered database was CrowdDB proposed in 2011 by
[30]. This system leverages crowdsourcing to process query operators within
more powerful SQL queries that can, for example, retrieve images for a mo-
tivational slide show. In this case the crowd is used to tag images on their
motivational dimension which is a relatively simple task for humans but a
very complex one for machine-based algorithms. After this first foundational
work, a number of more specific database problems have been addressed by
hybrid human-machine approaches.

One of these is entity resolution. That is, detecting that two instances
in the database refer to the same real-world entity (e.g., ‘IBM’ and ‘Inter-
national Business Machines’). In this context, proposed hybrid human-
machine systems combine automatic approaches that compute similarity be-
tween large number of entity label pairs and crowdsource some entity pairs
for manual matching thus obtaining both scalable and accurate entity resolu-
tion. To obtain this result it is important to minimize the number of HITs to
be crowdsourced by leveraging machine-based algorithm confidence scores to
selectively crowdsource entity-pairs to be matched [20]. In [66] authors show
how an hybrid human-machine approach performs better than both a purely
machine based approach as well as reduces the amount of human work to be
done as compared to fully manual resolution. They also show how presenting
the task in the form of a table containing multiple entities to be resolved in-
stead of single entity pairs reduces the latency of the crowd. Related to this,
[68] observed how allowing workers not to answer a specific entity resolution
task improves the overall accuracy of the system. Also focusing on entity
resolution, [67] studies how to estimate the accuracy gain obtained by each
additional crowdsourced task. This is done to select the HITs that maximize
the expected accuracy.

Another database related problem is that of skyline queries. These are
complex-to-process queries that aim at retrieving optimal results over mul-
tiple dimensions. For example, hotels that are best in terms of price and
distance to the beach. In this example, some results will always be worse
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than others in terms of both dimensions and can be safely filtered out in the
early stages of query processing.

An hybrid human-machine approach has been proposed for this type of
queries as well. In [44] authors focus on selecting which data items to crowd-
source to obtain maximum result quality for skyline queries while controlling
the cost of paid crowdsourcing. In detail, while finding missing values for
all the tuples in a database may be not cost-efficient, by computing Pareto
optimality, it is possible to select data to crowdsource that have most impact
on the query result.

Top-k queries are another special type of database request that aim at
selecting a subset of the result ranked over a certain dimension. While classic
top-k approaches need to touch a large about of data points, in [49] authors
propose methods for crowd-powered top-k query processing that limits the
number of requests to be crowdsourced which would be otherwise prohibitive.

Filtering data is a key activity in data processing and is relevant to basi-
cally any domain where the volume of data is notable. In [54] authors propose
hybrid human-machine approaches to filter data based on human-processable
properties. The main aspect of these novel filtering approaches is the need
to estimate expected cost and expected error of the filtering operation.

Graph-shaped data can also benefit from hybrid human-machine process-
ing. In [52] authors consider the problem of hybrid human-machine graph
search: for example, asking humans whether a node in the graph is reach-
able from another one can be sometimes more efficient than machine-based
algorithms.

2.3. Information Retrieval

Another area where hybrid human-machine approaches have been used is
that of information retrieval. Crowdsourcing has originally been proposed as
a mean to generate relevance judgements at scale [2]. Relevance judgements
are necessary data to evaluate the quality of information retrieval system ef-
fectiveness. To create this data, human assessors need to manually judge the
relevance of a retrieved document to a user query submitted to an informa-
tion retrieval system. Such judgements can be either binary or multi-graded.
Different works in this domain have studied how crowdsourcing could be used
to obtain such relevance judgements [1, 2, 16, 37]. In [37] authors show how
different dimensions such as pay, effort, and worker qualifications influence
result quality and find that a higher pay yields to a better output in the
relevance judgement domain. In [2] authors compare the assessment done
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by crowd workers against expert assessors and observe good quality answers
from the crowd but still worse than those obtained by experts. In [1] authors
observe the importance of having a good task design and instructions to ob-
tain quality results for this type of task. In [16] authors compared expert
and crowd assessments observing disagreement in specific cases such as for
informational queries.

Another area which shows increased interest within the information re-
trieval and the database research communities is that of crowd-powered search.
More than just for relevance judgements, crowdsourcing has been consid-
ered as a core component of search systems. The goal is to improve clas-
sic Web search systems by focusing either on the query interpretation side
(see [53, 21]) or on the result retrieval step (see [8]). Examples include
CrowdSearcher: A search system that leverage social networks to forward
questions and obtain answers on domain-specific topics thus improving au-
tomatic search systems by asking questions to personal contacts. [8, 9, 12].
In [53] authors propose a system in which the human component is used to
interpret non-textual queries like, for example, images or videos. In [21] the
human component is used to interpret long and complex keyword queries and
transform them in structured queries which can be answered over the Web
of Data.
2.4. Social Networks

Some hybrid human-machine system leverage social networks to improve
system effectiveness. An early attempt to crowdsource micro-tasks over a
social network has been proposed by [22] where authors present a framework
to post questions as tweets that users can solve by tweeting back an answer.

As discussed above, CrowdSearcher [8] also leverages the social network
structure by routing HITs to user personal contacts. Further on HIT routing
based on social networks, recent work has studied how to model workers
based on their social network activity and assign them HITs accordingly
[13, 25].

Related to this are social machines [58] that leverage the interaction be-
tween humans and machines on-line. In this case, human interaction with
machines is leveraged to produce data or to increase data value. Example so-
cial machines where a social network component adds value include Amazon
and Facebook.
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2.5. Semantic Web

Later in time, crowdsourcing has been leveraged by the semantic web
community. Again, this community is highly data-driven and heavily working
on structured data applications (e.g., Linked Open Data1). In such Web of
Data setting, entities, such as persons, locations, organizations are considered
first citizens of the Web. Accessing information on the Web by means of
entities has become very popular [41] and knowledge graphs are used to
power semantic search systems [7].

In order to build such structured entity repositories several steps need
to be performed. The process of extracting semantic information from un-
structured text documents is called information extraction. While a variety
of purely machine-based approaches exist (e.g., [4, 17, 29]), the quality they
can obtain is limited when compared to human extraction. In [34] authors
propose an hybrid human-machine method for efficiently and effectively per-
form extraction of bibliographic citations. After this step, entity linking is
done to uniquely identify mentioned entities by disambiguating and assigning
them a unique identifier taken from a knowledge graph where a structured
description of the entity is available. Such descriptions can then be used
to support user navigation and sense-making by providing structured entity
summaries which have become popular also in search engine results pages.
Hybrid human-machine approaches for entity linking have also been proposed
[19]. In this case the crowd is used as post-processing step to improve the
quality of machine-based entity linking algorithms.

Once such knowledge graphs have been build, another task is to link
together separate graphs that describe the same entities. Creating such con-
nections allows for more complex queries that require different data graphs
to be joined together (e.g., the query ‘British physicists born in Lincolnshire’
requires a data graph that knows that Isaac Newton was a physicists born in
Woolsthorpe-by-Colsterworth and another dataset knowing that this place
is in Lincolnshire). Hybrid approaches for connecting data graphs have also
been proposed. In [56] authors propose and evaluate approaches for hybrid
human-machine ontology alignment showing how involving humans in the
task improves the overall quality of the alignment.

1http://linkeddata.org
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2.6. Other Data-Driven Domains

More than classic data disciplines, hybrid human-machine systems have
been designed for other domains, from the biomedical one to the digital hu-
manities. An example of crowdsourcing applied to cultural heritage is [51]
where authors use crowdsourcing approaches to replace professional curators
for image annotation of museum content. In the biomedical domain, re-
searchers studied the use of crowdsourcing for the verification of relationships
in domain-specific ontologies [48] showing how experts and the crowd could
perform at the same level of quality under certain circumstances. Another
work related to the biomedical domain is [27] where authors use gamification
to extract annotation from medical text aiming at engaging crowds of med-
ical experts. Specifically, this task focuses on the extraction of terms and
relations covered by the medical thesaurus UMLS2 as compared to general
text extraction tasks discussed above which do not rely on domain specific
resources to support crowd work. They observe how having the possibility
of accessing answers from other members of the crowd improves agreement
among them.

2.7. Discussion

We have presented an overview of different hybrid human-machine sys-
tems applied to different data processing problems. By looking at this
overview, we notice that the common aspects of such systems are that they
all leverage crowdsourcing of data to improve the quality of machine-based
algorithms by either pre-processing data or post-processing algorithmic re-
sults. All these systems also leverage machine computation to scale data
processing indefinitely. We summarize different properties of the presented
hybrid human-machine systems in Table 1.

Looking at Table 1 we can make the following observations. There is a
balance across the different data types processed by hybrid human-machine
systems with structured data being the most popular one. There is also a
balance between systems that use the human component as pre-processing
or post-processing of data (11 vs 13). Most of the systems use the monetary

2http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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Table 1: A summary of hybrid human-machine systems over different aspects. Entries
are ordered by publication year and incentive type. The columns indicate respectively 1)
the year of publication, 2) reference to the work, 3) domain of application of the hybrid
human-machine system, 4) type of data processed by the system, 5) the role of the human
component in the hybrid human-machine system (i.e, processing data either before or after
the machine component), 6) type of incentive used to motivate crowd workers to perform
tasks, 7) whether the hybrid human-machine system performs batch or real-time data
processing.

Year Cit. Domain Data Type
Human

Incentive
Time

role constrains
2006 [62] Web Images Pre-p. Fun Batch
2007 [35] Science Images Pre-p. Community Batch
2008 [64] Web Images Post-p. Access Batch
2011 [52] Database Graph Pre-p. Monetary Batch
2011 [30] Database Struct. data Pre-p. Monetary Real-time
2011 [5] Filtering Video Pre-p. Monetary Real-time
2012 [54] Database Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Real-time
2012 [19] Web Unstruct. text Post-p. Monetary Batch
2012 [56] Data Integration Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Batch
2012 [66] Entity Resolution Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Batch
2012 [68] Entity Resolution Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Batch
2012 [8] Search Unstruct. text Post-p. Community Real-time
2012 [42] Captioning Video Pre-p. Community Real-time
2013 [34] Info Extraction Unstruct. text Post-p. Monetary Batch
2013 [20] Entity Resolution Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Batch
2013 [67] Entity Resolution Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Batch
2013 [21] Database Struct. data Pre-p. Monetary Batch
2013 [44] Database Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Real-time
2013 [48] Biomedical Ontology Pre-p. Monetary Batch
2013 [43] Personal assistance Unstruct. text Pre-p. Monetary Real-time
2013 [27] Biomedical Unstruct. text Post-p. Fun Batch
2014 [53] Search Image Pre-p. Monetary Real-time
2014 [49] Database Struct. data Post-p. Monetary Real-time
2014 [51] Cult. Heritage Image Pre-p. Monetary Batch
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incentive. The majority of systems perform batch data processing rather
than real-time jobs. This is due to the intrinsic latency of the crowd as
discussed in Section 4.1.2. In 2014 we can observe a decreased number of
hybrid human-machine systems being proposed. This is explained by the fact
that different research communities have started to address specific research
challenges related to hybrid human-machine system performance (e.g., focus
on improving crowdsourcing efficiency and effectiveness) rather than building
new systems. We discuss these open research challenges in Section 4.

Next, we highlight the main challenges that need to be tackled to create
such hybrid human-machine systems.

3. Challenges of Hybrid Human-Machine Systems

We now summarize the typical challenges which are common to all the
systems which involve a crowdsourced component.

3.1. Quality Assurance

The quality of results obtained from a crowdsourcing platform is affected
by multiple aspects. For example, providing detailed instructions on how to
complete the task positively affects the quality of crowd work. Moreover,
different workers in the crowd perform with different quality levels. Thus,
a common way to increase the quality of data received back from a crowd-
sourcing platform is to assign the same HIT to multiple workers in the crowd.
Once this is done, the main challenge is to aggregate the obtained answers
in the most effective way. Much work has been already carried on aggrega-
tion of crowd answers (e.g., [59, 19, 61, 37]). One of the most recent and
advanced approaches is [61] where authors propose an aggregation model
where worker trust scores are computed measuring the similarity of their
behavior with other workers in the crowd. By identifying communities of
workers based on their work patterns, the proposed model weights answers
differently and performs well as compared to alternative models also when
few answer per worker are available, which is true for the vast majority of
workers participating to a crowdsourced task.

Human factors are key in explaining varying quality of data obtained form
the crowd. In [38] authors study how HIT properties such as the pay and
the effort required to complete the tasks affect the type of workers attracted
by the task and thus the quality of the results. Their findings show that the
amount of reward has an influence on the quality of the work done. This
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is different than what earlier work has found [47] where authors show that
an higher reward leads to work being completed faster, but not better. The
conclusions of [38] are that decisions made by requesters on task design and
reward influence the type of workers attracted by the task and, thus, create
a biased sample from the crowd which affect the final work quality.

Another way to foster quality is the proactive selection of certain workers
in the crowd, also known as, crowd building. This is especially important for
HITs where certain knowledge or skills are necessary to effectively complete
the required task. Examples of work in this direction aim at finding the right
workers in the crowd for a certain HIT by modeling workers based on their
social network profiles [11]. This requires profiling and harvesting knowledge
about worker interests [25].

Another dimension to take into account to improve quality is trust. Trust
in social networks has been studied (e.g., [33]) and can be leveraged, for
instance, to rank social network users based on trust and let only highly
trusted workers complete HITs to ensure high-quality results.

3.2. Human Incentives

Along this line, another aspect which is unique of hybrid human-machine
systems is the need to design proper incentives to motivate a crowd of human
individuals to preform HITs to support the system. While the most common
incentive is the financial one, other incentives can be used (e.g., gamification
of the task). In [45] authors study the effect of pay over annotation tasks
(i.e., planet discovery in telescope images) with varying difficulty. They
observe comparable performances between paid and volunteering workers.
However, such finding may not generalize to other tasks or settings as in
this case volunteers may have an intrinsic motivation in completing the task
accurately.

Another relevant work is [55] where authors compare paid workers and
volunteers on the same task showing how the quality of the work done is
comparable while paying workers can lead to faster results. They also study
how different paying schemes can be used as different trade-offs between
speed and quality. Another work on payment schemes for crowdsourced tasks
is [23] where authors show that appropriate pricing approaches can be used
to retain workers longer on the tasks thus improving the overall latency of
the human component in hybrid human-machine systems (see Section 4.1.2).

Other ways to improve worker performance on the long-term are described
in [39] where authors envision the future of crowd work including long-term
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career paths for crowd workers with better recognition of experience and
expertise.

3.3. Cost/Quality Trade-Off

There is a clear cost/quality tradeoff where better data quality can be ob-
tained by spending more on crowdsourcing resources. Thus, when processing
certain data with a hybrid human-machine system based on a paid micro-task
crowdsourcing platform like Amazon MTurk, a maximum monetary budget
is often defined. The question at this point is how to most effectively allocate
the available budget. In [60] authors study algorithms that trade-off cost
for accuracy. The proposed approach estimates crowd error rate assuming
that assigning the same HIT to different workers improves the quality of the
final answer at an higher cost.

3.4. Crowdsourcing Scalability

Another obvious aspect to take into account in hybrid human-machine
systems is that not all data can be crowdsourced. When large datasets need
to be processed, it is unfeasible to send it entirely to the crowd. Thus, the
challenge becomes how to optimally select the data items to be crowdsourced
so that both the human intelligence cost and the benefit are optimized.

In other cases data may not be outsourced to the general public due to
privacy issues. For example, personal medical data should not be published
on micro-task crowdsourcing platforms and sensitive enterprise data has to
be kept confidential. For these cases, a dedicated crowd may be used to
process data in a hybrid human-machine fashion (see Section 4.3.2).

3.5. Crowdsourcing Efficiency and Termination

It has been shown that large batches of tasks in crowdsourcing platforms
attract more workers [28]. This behavior leads to batch starvation, that is,
batches with few tasks left that attract no worker and thus, remain uncom-
pleted. This is a problem for batch data processing jobs that require all HITs
to be completed in order to be solved and thus, this extends their execution
time. It then becomes critical to retain workers on a batch of tasks. A
possible way to do this is by means of ad-hoc pricing schemes [23].

Real-time crowdsourcing needs fast responses from crowd workers. Re-
search in this direction has shown that collaborative environments help crowd
workers obtain results faster as compared to when they work in isolation [43].
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4. Research Opportunities

As we have seen so far, Human Computation and Crowdsourcing allow
to create hybrid human-machine systems able to do quality data processing
at scale. This type of systems open many opportunities for better big data
processing pipelines (see Section 2). However, such systems have to be de-
signed carefully taking into account both machine architecture as well as the
human aspects at the same time (see Section 3).

In order to make such systems consistently efficient, effective, and scalable
in the future, we see a set of open research questions that need to be tackled.

4.1. Improving System Efficiency

In this section we present research opportunities to make hybrid human-
machine systems more efficient.

4.1.1. Incentive Design

While the monetary reward is what motivates workers to complete tasks
in paid crowdsourcing platforms, this may be not enough as an incentive for
good work. Well designed HITs are necessary to retain and motivate workers
to work on certain tasks. This is even more important when competing HITs
are, in parallel, attracting worker attention on the crowdsourcing platform. A
novel set of incentives should be designed as for example, different payment
schemes as well as captivating HIT interfaces and gamification techniques
embedded into the crowdsourcing platforms.

In the area of gamification for crowdsourcing, Galaxy Zoo is a popular
example. This platform is used to manually label space images from a tele-
scope to classify galaxies within a set of predefined categories. Studies have
shown that non-expert crowds can perform better then experts and machine-
based algorithms at this tack [35]. In [46] authors study the engagement of
workers on Galaxy Zoo building prediction models for worker abandonment
and design actions to be taken in such cases (e.g., showing interesting tasks
to bored workers who are predicted to leave the system soon). This type
of research is key to make crowd work better on the long term and has still
to be done for paid crowdsourcing as well. This will positively affect both
the worker experience as well as the overall hybrid human-machine system
quality and latency.

In the area of paid crowdsourcing, pricing schemes have still to be inves-
tigated in detail. Early and recent work include [32] where authors design
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models to set the price of HITs varying it over time to deal with system-side
deadlines and budget constrains. Also, pricing schemes seem to have a clear
influence on crowd work efficiency [23].

4.1.2. The Latency of the Crowd

Crowdsourced components are obviously the bottleneck in hybrid human-
machine systems when we look at data processing speed. While batch data
processing done by means of crowdsourcing has no fast execution require-
ments, real-time crowdsourcing is a necessity for various interactive applica-
tions that require human intelligence at scale. Example applications which
require fast reaction from the crowd include real-time captioning of speech
[42], crowd-powered personal assistants [43], and video filtering [5].

In order to make such systems close to real-time execution we need radi-
cally different crowdsourcing platforms which are able to support on-demand
work requests using, for example, direct notification to available workers who
are redirected to high-priority HITs. Such HITs need to benefit from schedul-
ing algorithms that optimize their execution by assigning them to skilled
workers. This will make crowdsourcing platforms much more controlled sys-
tems rather than self-organized markets as most of the current crowdsourcing
platforms. A first step in this direction is represented by push crowdsourcing
platforms [25].

4.2. Improving System Effectiveness

In this section we discuss research opportunities to improve hybrid human-
machine system effectiveness.

4.2.1. Worker Career Development and Skill Acquisition

Having a crowd of workers available 24/7 for data processing task is an
excellent tool that can be used to build the systems described in this paper.
However, on the long term, in order to achieve even more advanced data
processing and moving even further from what machine-based algorithms
can do, there is the need to involve experts. As involving domain experts
can result in costly and slow processes, an alternative option is to develop
relevant skills in crowd workers and let them invest on their crowd worker
career. Works in this direction have started to look at how to record worker
experiences by creating a worker curriculum collecting all completed tasks
and qualifications over different platforms [57]. Novel appropriate personal
development and training schemes need to be designed for the crowdsourcing
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setup. This will then lead to research questions related to talent retention
as the most skilled workers may become highly requested within a platform
and become a limited resource that has an impact on both system efficiency
and effectiveness.

4.2.2. Influencing Human Behavior

As humans are integral part of hybrid human-machine systems, it is im-
portant to make them perform effectively. Thus, a better understanding
on how to positively influence crowd worker behavior is needed to improve
the overall quality of hybrid human-machine systems. Example research
questions include the understanding of how worker behavior is influenced by
external signals like agreement rate, other worker answers. Moreover, under-
standing how, in such cases, workers would tend to agree with the majority
or rather maintain their own point of view about which is the correct answer
to the HIT is necessary. As previously shown in [27] human behavior may be
influenced by such signals and it is still unclear how this affects the overall
quality of hybrid human-machine systems.

Moreover, leveraging existing social networks is a way of influencing work-
ing patterns. For example, by showing most popular HITs among peers in
the social network, it could be possible to motivate workers better and direct
them towards certain high priority tasks.

4.2.3. Malicious Workers

Poor quality in hybrid systems is due either by the inaccuracies of machine-
based algorithms or by low quality crowd answers. While the crowd may
perform poorly for a variety of reasons (poor task instructions, lack of knowl-
edge) a big concern comes from those workers who maliciously perform paid
tasks to obtain the monetary reward attached to them without completing
the task with care [24].

Another open question then is how to effectively identify such workers and
remove them from the system. Possible options include, worker monitoring,
e.g., with mouse tracking, and the use of honeypots (i.e., questions for which
a ground truth is available) [6], qualification tests [3], or screening questions
[26] to check the trust level of workers. Anyway, such basic approaches seem
highly vulnerable to attacks of organized teams of workers.

4.2.4. Task Design

Previous work has shown that task design has an impact on crowd work
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quality and, thus on hybrid human-machine system effectiveness [15]. An
open research question is how to best design HITs in order to optimize for
crowd work quality. To this end, user studies and experimental comparisons
of different designs for different task types are necessary.

4.3. Improving System Scalability

In this section we discuss research directions that aim at making hybrid
human-machine systems applicable at scale over large datasets and diverse
sets of problems.

4.3.1. Complex Workflows and Models

When multiple crowdsourced tasks interact with different machine-based
components, the orchestration of human and machine processing has to be
properly managed to avoid delays. With this goal in mind, human compu-
tation workflows have been proposed. For example, in [10] authors propose
workflow patterns decomposing complex tasks into simpler ones. Another
example is [40] where authors describe a system to design crowdsourcing
workflows where complex tasks are decomposed in simpler ones and assigned
to workers in the crowd. When the requester participates in the workflow
design the quality of the result increases.

These systems however do not yet include the design of hybrid human-
machine workflows where several machine-based data processing components
are interleaved by crowdsourcing steps. Such complex hybrid workflows open
questions of resource optimization, latency, and overall quality at a bigger
scale.

Another current research direction is the design of hybrid human-machine
systems in a model-driven manner. In [14] authors define a general model for
human-machine systems based on user modeling work and social networks.
They describe three instantiations of the model in different application do-
mains: 1) multimedia content processing and querying leveraging social net-
works to retrieve content; 2) general search over social networks [8]; and 3)
on-line game event notification.

4.3.2. Enterprise Crowdsourcing

Because of the impossibility of releasing data publicly, large data-driven
companies have started to run crowdsourcing tasks internally [65]. They have
developed and deployed crowdsourcing platforms and leverage employees as
a crowd of people. Such crowd is knowledgeable about the specific business
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domain and performs data analysis task in combination with data analytics
techniques in a hybrid human-machine fashion.

In this context we can find many open research opportunities as the set-
ting is different than the traditional one: on one hand we can assume the
absence of malicious workers as company employees will not play an adver-
sarial role; on the other hand there is the need to rethink crowd incentives
beyond the financial ones as employees will need to dedicate some time for
micro-task completion in addition to their standard job tasks.

4.3.3. Hybrid Human-Machine Systems Applied to Data-Driven Sciences

Data is nowadays a critical asset to do fundamental science work. Exam-
ples include physics, biology, health, chemistry. In all these cases, data is the
means to scientific discovery and the data volume available to scientists is
growing at an extremely high rate. In such context, high data quality is key.
Better data understanding can lead to new scientific discoveries. For these
reasons, it would very much make sense to design and use hybrid human-
machine systems to support research and discovery in fundamental sciences.
While expertise may be necessary to deal with scientific data, previous work
[48] has shown how, with the appropriate support, anonymous crowd of non-
experts can effectively perform micro-tasks related to the health domain. One
main reason why this is has not been done yet for other domains is the need
for domain knowledge in designing the system. However, the current trend
towards interdisciplinary research plays in favor of hybrid human-machine
systems being successfully designed also for other sciences.

4.4. Open Research Questions

As discussed in Section 2.7, after developing a variety of hybrid human-
machine systems, different research communities have started to focus on
improving the weak points identified while developing and evaluating such
systems. In the following we summarize the open research questions related
to the improvement of hybrid human-machine systems identified in this pa-
per:

• Which pricing schemes are most appropriate to attract and motivate
crowd workers in the long term?

• Can task routing and worker notification improve efficiency of real-time
hybrid human-machine systems?
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• What is the best method to track worker achievements, port them
across platforms, and to develop worker profiles and skills over time?

• Which external information should be provided to workers to positively
influence their work?

• How can we automatically identify malicious workers in crowdsourcing
platforms?

• How can we define optimal task design guidelines for different task
types?

• Can we automatize the design of hybrid human-machine workflows?

• Which are the most appropriate incentive, task designs, and task rout-
ing approaches for enterprise crowdsourcing?

• Which information should we to provide to non-expert workers when
crowdsourcing domain-specific tasks?

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an overview of recent works from different
Computer Science areas looking at the design of hybrid human-machine sys-
tems to process data in both a scalable as well as effective manner. We have
summarized recent efforts in the domains of databases, information retrieval,
and semantic web also looking at examples from other disciplines. We have
highlighted the challenges that hybrid system designers have to face when
building such novel systems and outlined open research directions that will
make such hybrid human-machine systems improve the quality of available
data and foster progress in different data-driven sciences.
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